Predictors of diabetes foot complications among patients with diabetes in Saudi Arabia.
To identify risk factors and clinical biomarkers of prevalent diabetes foot complications, including foot ulcers, gangrene and amputations among patients with diabetes in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. 598 diabetes patients from Jeddah participated in the current study. Patients were considered to have diabetes foot complications if they reported diagnosis of foot ulcers or gangrene or amputations in a questionnaire administered by a physician and confirmed by clinical exams. Information on socio-demographic and lifestyle variables was self-reported by patients, and several clinical markers were assessed following standard procedures. The prevalence of diabetes foot complications in this population was 11.4%. In the multivariable model without adjustment for PAD (peripheral artery disease) and DPN (diabetes peripheral neuropathy), non-Saudi nationality, longer diabetes duration and insulin use was significantly associated with higher diabetes foot complications prevalence. Each 1g/L increase of hemoglobin was associated with 2.8% lower prevalence of diabetes foot complications. In the multivariable model adjusting for PAD and DPN, the previously observed associations except for nationality were no longer significant. Patients with both DPN and PAD had 9.73 times the odds of diabetes foot complications compared to the patients with neither condition. In this population, longer diabetes duration, insulin use, lower hemoglobin levels and non-Saudi nationality were associated with higher prevalence of foot complications. These associations were largely explained by the presence of DPN and PAD except for non-Saudi nationality. Diabetes patients with both DPN and PAD had nearly 10-fold increased risk of foot complications than those with neither condition.